Cystic Abducens Schwannoma without Abducens Paresis: Possible Role of Cisternal Structures in Clinical Manifestation
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The abducens nerve paresis generally can aid in the presumptive diagnosis of abducens schwannoma along with the typical radiological features of schwannomas. The authors present a case of a 76-year-old male patient with a abducens schwannoma without abducens nerve paresis. Peroperatively, abducens nerve located in the cerebellopontine cistern had normal in contour and diameter, despite the mass originated from this nerve. We hypothesize that anatomic location of abducens nerve may affect the vector of tumor growth to prevent destruction of its origin, the abducens nerve.
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INTRODUCTION

Intracranial schwannomas, one of the most frequent primary brain tumors, commonly arise from the glial-schwann myelination junction of the sensory nerve, such as the vestibular and trigeminal cranial nerves (CNs). Although they usually develop within motor nerve fibers, especially in association with neurofibromatosis, sporadic involvement has also been described in the facial, hypoglossal, abducens and trochlear nerves3). Till date, only 20 cases of abducens nerve schwannomas have been reported, including the present case2,6,7). Along with the typical radiological features of schwannomas, abducens palsy has been regarded as a preoperative diagnostic clue. However, in rare cases including this one5,7), the absence of the abducens nerve sign raised difficulties in clinical presumption before surgery. According to the location of the tumor, abducens schwannomas can be classified into cisternal, cavernous, and cisternocavernous groups5). Interestingly, three cases without abducens palsy were apparently categorized into a cisternal type. All the tumors that involved the cavernous sinus showed abducens palsy, preoperatively. Although the absence of trochlear paresis, even in large trochlear schwannomas, can be explained by the long length of cavernous segment of trochlear nerve4), little is known about similar phenomenon in abducens schwannoma. Based on the surgical experience of abducens schwannoma without the origin nerve deficit, the authors discuss a possible mechanism to explain this rare phenomenon according to the anatomical relation between the tumor and surrounding arachnoid structures.

CASE REPORT

A 76-year-old male patient, without significant medical illnesses, presented with right facial numbness and hearing impairment for a month. The patient showed no neurological symptoms or signs except hypoestheia/hypoalgesia of the trigeminal nerve and mild hearing impairment on the right side. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed a multi-septated cystic mass on the right cerebellopontine angle (Fig. 1A, B). The epidermoid cyst was excluded as a possible preoperative diagnosis based on diffusion-weighted image (Fig. 1C). There was no enlargement of the internal auditory canal on computed tomography scans with bone window (Fig. 1D). Pure tone audiometry and speech discrimination score showed almost normal hearing status. There were no limitations observed with the extraocculomotor move-
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...logical signs from other CN involvement or brain stem compression, leads to a preoperative diagnosis of abducens schwannoma, the absence of origin CN deficits can make it difficult to presume a tentative diagnosis and select the appropriate treatment strategy. It is difficult to explain the inconsistency between tumor involvement of a cranial nerve and clinical non-manifestation. In Nakamura et al.'s case, the tumor was located in the prepontine area and demonstrated a large-size and solid nature. They postulated that the possible mechanism for the absence of clinical manifestation may be due to neuronal tolerance induced by extremely slow growth of tumor. Another case, reported by Vachata and Sames, demonstrated that the small and cystic nature of the tumor could be associated with less...
compression against its origin CN and the absence of preoperative abducens paresis.

In our present case, interesting peroperative findings were found to provide us some clues to understand the atypical clinical features. First, the abducens nerve was maintained in normal contour and diameter despite being severely adhered by tumor. The trigeminal nerve and vestibule-facial nerve complex, on the other hand, were displaced and appeared somewhat concaved against the tumor. These features could be correlated with preoperative symptoms, facial numbness and minimal hearing impairment. Second, there was an arachnoid membrane covering the tumor and its origin, the abducens nerve. This arachnoid membrane, demarcating brainstem from tumor and its origin nerve, was considered as the anterior pontine membrane. The anterior pontine membrane is a bounding line between the pre-pontine cistern and cerebellopontine cistern. Generally, the trigeminal nerve and vestibule-facial nerve complex are contained in the cerebellopontine cistern, while the abducens CN in the pre-pontine cistern. However, a recent detailed study for intracranial cistern revealed that the abducens nerve ascends just lateral to the anterior pontine membrane within the cerebellopontine cistern.8

Taken together with above mentioned facts, some possible mechanisms can be postulated to explain the absence of abducens nerve deficit. In this case, the tumor had originated from the abducens nerve in the cerebellopontine cistern. Because the anterior pontine membrane was located medially to abducens nerve and played a possible role in anatomical barrier, the vector of tumor growth shifted to lateral aspect of the cerebellopontine cistern. This growth pattern led to a more compression effect on the nerve structures in the cerebellopontine cistern, such as the trigeminal nerve and the vestibulo-facial nerve complex, than on its origin abducens nerve, and consequently to displaced and concaved changes in compressed CNs, in contrary to the preserved abducens nerve.

CONCLUSION

Although it is difficult to conclude the exact mechanisms for the lack of origin CN palsy in abducens schwannoma, the anatomical location of the abducens nerve may affect the direction of growth of the main tumor and the severity of compression of the surrounding CNs. If the abducens nerve is located in the cerebellopontine cistern, the anterior pontine membrane, just medial to abducens nerve, may cause the shift in the tumor growth vector to the lateral aspect and result in compression of the surrounding CNs, instead of affecting the origin, abducens nerve.
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